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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hands up who feels that challenging your staff with impossible tasks and ridiculous timeframes gets the best them? – You will probably enjoy this presentation.Hands up who has a boss who thinks that challenging their staff with impossible tasks and ridiculous timeframes gets the best from them? – You mightn’t enjoy this presentation so muchIntroduce myself and the presentationUsing AppScan Enterprise to Gain Insight Into Your Company's Application Security.This presentation shows how AppScan Enterprise can be used to quickly gain visibility of the overall application security in a complex multinational situation, including goals, processes, lessons learnt and the ongoing benefits to the organisation.



Agenda

› About Computershare...
› Problem definition...
› Our solution...
› Outcomes...
› Questions?



Computershare is bigger than you think!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Computershare (ASX:CPU) is a global market leader in transfer agency and share registration, employee equity plans, proxy solicitation and stakeholder communications. We also specialise in corporate trust services, tax voucher solutions, bankruptcy administration and a range of other diversified financial and governance services.Computershare is represented in all major financial markets and has over 10,000 employees worldwide.Offices in 58 cities, 100 million customers.Aust banks has about 11mil customersA wide variety of websites ( about 800 ) 



Security 
Breaches

Web Application Security and Business Risk

The Financial Services 
Authority has fined HSBC 
£3m for failing to properly 
look after its customers' 
information and private 
data.

79% of data theft 
via web 
applications
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WhyCybercrime is rising sharply and being dominated by organized crime figures who are targeting specific businesses, many within the financial services sector, according to the 2009 Verizon Business Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR)Verizon Business Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR)	79% of the data stolen was via Web Application	financial sector accounted for 93 percent of the over 285 million records compromised in 2008Driving reasons;	Compliance ( laws, client contracts, management signing off risks )	New management, Changing business  landscape.	Understanding the new risks a recently purchased company or product poses.	Some form of security event.HowThis presentation describes one method coupled with ASE to build the picture of your current posture, and start to improve it. 	



Gaining insight into your application security - Goals

› Understand the security posture of all the web applications you 
know about and more importantly the ones you don’t.

› Be quick about it. 2-3 months; This isn't meant to be conclusive.
› Identify the CRITICAL issues and deal with them quickly.
› Store the information in order to track it and analyse it.
› Extract as much information from your findings as you can
› Identify what sites need further testing
› Provide ongoing process; Guidance for development.
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Once you understand the applications you find, you can start to ask about the sites you don’t know aboutIf you take too long then you will loose momentum and focus in the project, 3 months, split into 2 months discover 1 month testing, seems to work wellIf all you get from this process is a list of issues in your applications, then you might as well just give all the work to a pen test company and be done with it.You need to think about the sorts of questions you want to ask, so you know the type of data you need to collect during the process. Use the results to question your understanding of your environment.Distil the results into useful nuggets for other parts of your business.Sample Questions: Which groups within my organisation do a great app sec job, and which ones need more training?Which languages seem to produce more secure applications.Do I really know what I have on the internet. Is it still valid, do I know who owns it?You are only testing these sites with a limited amount of time and resources. The results will point you to sites which need further testing..



Why use ASE ? - Corporate Summary
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Presentation Notes
**Ask to see who has seen the ProductReasons for using ASE;	AP SE is a great tool, but it has limits for a corporate... Its a user tool, not an enterprise tool		Good reporting. 		Flexible		Both for management style dashboards and end user reporting.	track changes over time.	Scheduled testing 		Centralised storage, user management, roles.	Allows the integration of results sets from all the AppScan products.	Integration with external bug tracking systems.



Summary by Department
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Presentation Notes
Shows trending information, and issues by department.Easy to include as a KPIKeeps security visible to management



Different to your normal Pen testing process

› The goal is different.. 

…to have some knowledge of all, not all 
knowledge of some…
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We are looking at the forest not the trees; situational awareness will allow you to better concentrate your future testing and IT spend.A pen test is against a specific target, is highly controlled Get Management supportBecause we are looking to get a lot done in a short time frame, we need to cut some corners.	We wont get to schedule the testing on an application by application basis; at best you can give them the week it will occur in.	We might be testing in production, or on systems which are fragile… need to be aware of this, but you need managements support because you might break something.	Heavy testing on front doors, and lighter testing on logged in sections.	Flexibility during the process.



Process Stages

Discovery & 
Preparation

Testing

AnalysisFix

Verification
Critical  
Issues

FixVerification
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2 streams in the process Repeatable process.. Yearly? Buying a new company? Major changes	



Discovery and Preparation

› Supporting Infrastructure
› SharePoint

› Sites List
› How do you discover all your sites?
› What is a site anyway?
› What information should you collect about a site?

› Testing Groups
› Used to reduce the testing effort.

› Risk Profiles
› Rank the sites to highlight the important sites.

› Testing Sheets
› Make sure you have your testing sheets before testing starts.
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Important to have a system that allows multiple authors to provide the information you are going to need.Sites List:	Discovery: Network Scans; Application Registers; Change and Release Management Systems; DNS; Interview Teams	Defining  a Site: Is a website really more then one site	Information to collect: The more you collect the better your ability to interpret the results, but the more time you will spend gathering the information.		General InformationName,IP AddressRegion,Description		Technical InformationTechnical OwnerOperating System,Web/App ServerDatabase Software,Programming LanguageFramework,SSLPen tested?,Environment Prod/DevProtocols		Business Information			Business Group,Business Owner			Is the site Transactional			What Data does the site holdNoneCitizenship Numbers (TFN,SSN,HKID,etc)Personal Information (Name, Address, Email, Phone etc)Domain Specific Information (SRN,HIN etc)Financial (Bank Accounts, Loan Accounts etc)Financial (Credit Cards, PAN, PCI-DSS requirements)Protected Information (Company Confidential, Trade secret, IP)Testing Sheets. Like what you would fill in for a normal pen test.



AppScan – Folder Structure 
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Presentation Notes
Work out how you want to structure the testing/data.How do you want to structure the rollup reporting. ( Department, Product )?



Testing

› What skill sets will you need?
› Each testing group consists of 1 or more scans (no login, user 

login, admin login)
› Each testing group has a summary report which groups all the 

scan results.
› Each of the group summary reports are rolled up into a global 

report
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Skills: Developers ( cycle them thru ) testers?



Triaging Issues – looking for the CRITICAL issues
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Presentation Notes
CRITICAL or NON CRITICALCRITICAL issues would lead to data loss ( eg SQLi )One team looks across all the results looking for these CRITICAL  issues



Critical Issues

› Chances are you will find something nasty during the testing.
› You need to have a process in place that allows you to fix these 

quickly.
› The team leaders are the ones looking for these issues in the 

results because they look across the result sets.
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You need to set the understanding that it might come down to taking a site offline… You will need managements backing before you start…Everyone needs to understand and accept the best case and the worst case



Analysis

› Clean up the results.
› Extrapolate the results.
› Validate findings within testing groups.
› Provide the reports to the development teams.
› Work with the dev teams to help them understand the results.
› Verify the fixes.
› Communicate with management.
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After all the frantic testing is over, you need to sort through the results, clean up the remaining false positives.Start to look for patterns; certain problems common in a teams applications, look for those in the sites which didn‘t get tested.If you used testing groups, you need to verify the findings in the other members of the group.Bundle up the reports; send them to the development teams.Work with the dev teams to help them understand, priorities the results.As the dev teams fix the faults, verify the fix and update ASE. Let management see the progress via the dashboards.



Issue Information



Issues with different languages
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When you take the findings and combine them with the data you collected during the discovery stages, you can see trends.



Are we getting better with age?
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The arrow is about the timeframe ASP.NET was released, give the developers a year to learn and write applications.



So what are the benefits?

› Understanding your security posture and your weaknesses.
› You can now answer questions like;

› What groups need more training and on what topics? 
› How good or bad are my frameworks?
› How does development methodology affect security? Agile?
› Yes really ASP.NET is much more secure then ASP, and its worth 

spending money on converting it, Mr PHB

Because you have the stats to show it.
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Presentation Notes
Maximize your IT spend. You can spend your training budget on your weaknesses.You will have a really good idea of your security posture and you can start to address the short falls.You can now answer questions like;What groups need more training and on what topics? How good or bad are my frameworks?Development MethodologyHelp management during due diligence.Compare yourself to “industry averages”Yes really ASP.NET is much more secure then ASP, and its worth spending money on converting it, Mr PHBBecause you have stats to show it.



Lessons Learnt

› Preparation makes all the difference.
› Consider bringing in outside help.
› Make sure your testing environment is humming…
› Spend some time optimizing ASE.
› Have your critical issue process well documented before you 

need it.
› Its not that you can’t write secure code in PHP, its just that 

nobody does.
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Presentation Notes
The testing stage only works well if all the information you need for the month is collected before. If you don’t have all the information, you are going to stall the testers.Spend some time optimizing your environment. You are going to be pushing  a lot of testing thru, and any bottlenecks will hurt you, and will be a challenged to fix during the testing stages… You will stall the testers… BADGet a lot of scanning agents, you will generate a big work queue. It might be a week between submitting a job and it actually running…Work in 1 week sprints with a pub break on Friday night.Make sure your testing environment is humming… servers/links/agents.Spend some time optimizing ASE, some tweaks in caching and expire headers in IIS can make a serious difference to the performance of the reporting console.Supporting websites are often the weakest link.



Thank you for listening!

Questions ?
John Paul Lonie, CISSP – Global IT Security Architect.
john.paul.lonie@computershare.com.au

About Computershare Limited (CPU)
Computershare (ASX:CPU) is a global market leader in transfer agency and share registration, employee equity plans, 
proxy solicitation and stakeholder communications. We also specialise in corporate trust services, tax voucher solutions, 
bankruptcy administration and a range of other diversified financial and governance services.
Founded in 1978, Computershare is renowned for its expertise in data management, high volume transaction processing, 
payments and stakeholder engagement. Many of the world’s leading organisations use these core competencies to help 
maximise the value of relationships with their investors, employees, creditors, members and customers.
Computershare is represented in all major financial markets and has over 10,000 employees worldwide.
For more information, visit www.computershare.com
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